Action Floor using waste wood to conserve energy
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Ironwood Township's wish list — Improvements to existing systems. (See LIST — Page 2)

A $1 million wood-burning boiler to save money for Action Floor Systems LLC of Mercer.

Action makes maple sports floor systems for basketball courts and other purposes. This is its 20th anniversary year in a pastel manufacturing complex on U.S. 51. (See additional story in today's Progress edition.)

Plant manager Karl Anderson says the boiler demonstrates the company's commitment to a continued presence in the community.

Much of Action's equipment and inventory could be picked up and moved, Anderson noted, but the boiler — three huge pieces set in place on a concrete slab — would leave a 30-foot-high footprint around it — it is there to stay.

The computer-controlled, state-of-the-art boiler built in Canada replaces a 50-year-old boiler.

Action bought that used boiler 15 years ago. It was designed to burn natural gas. A conversion to wood-burning 'got us by for nearly 15 years,' Anderson said.

The old boiler was inefficient, expensive and labor intensive to maintain, and it couldn't produce as much steam as Action needed to dry lumber. A backup boiler installed in 1999, burned natural gas.

But Action produces more than enough waste wood product to burn to produce steam for drying lumber.

When the new boiler, the company has excess wood scrap to sell to manufacturers of wood pellets for stoves, synthetic deck materials and other products.

Action owner Tom Abraham and Tom's father, John Abraham, are owed $134,919, Siira said.

Local officials, city attorney A. Dennis Cossi said the city commission also approved an municipal refusal is $90 a ton, up $66,000.

To the 40s over the weekend, there weren't many signs of melting at Superior.

From 122. It's free!

— Details, Pg. 9
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